
The list below is a working document, meaning it is reviewed and updated annually following the

guidelines outlined in the Oklahoma Academic Standards.  All books on this list have been reviewed for

use by the EPS ELA Lit Review Committee.  The review notes below reflect the opinions of the review

committees. All summaries are from professional sources expressing objective reviews.

Grade 10 English

h The Glass Castle by Jeannette Walls
Use: Whole Class Read

Summary: Jeannette Walls’s detached, direct, and unflinching account of her rags-to-riches life proves a

troubling ride. Her parents, Rex Walls, from the poor mining town of Welch, West Virginia, and Rose

Mary, a well-educated artist from Phoenix, love a good adventure and usually don’t take into account the

care of the children who keep arriving—Lori, Jeannette, Brian, and Maureen—leaving them largely to

fend for themselves. For entrepreneur and drinker Rex, “Doing the skedaddle” means getting out of

town fast, pursued by creditors. Rex is a dreamer, and someday his gold-digging tool (the Prospector), or,

better, his ingenious ideas for energy-efficiency, will fund the building of his desert dream house, the

Glass Castle. But moving from Las Vegas to San Francisco to Nevada and back to rock-bottom Welch

provides a precarious existence for the kids—on-and-off schooling, living with exposed wiring and no

heat or plumbing, having little or nothing to eat. The deprivations do sharpen the wits of the

children—leading to the family’s collective escape to New York City, where they all make good, even the

parents, who are content to live homeless. The author’s tell-it-like-it-was memoir is moving because it’s

unsentimental; she neither demonizes nor idealizes her parents, and there remains an admirable

libertarian quality about them, though it justifiably elicits the children’s exasperation and disgust. Walls’s

journalistic bare-bones style makes for a chilling, wrenching, incredible testimony of childhood neglect. A

pull-yourself-up-by-the-bootstraps, thoroughly American story. *Kirkus Reviews

Review Notes:

●Engaging storyline and characters

●Overall, most students enjoy this book, which leads to strong educational interactions

●Gives students an opportunity to discuss challenging subjects in a safe environment

●Supports students in understanding diverse perspectives

●Evokes critical analysis of how mental illness, poverty, abuse impacts families and individuals

●Great examples of resilience and triumph in the face of trauma

●Text includes strong language

Alternate Text: Everything Sad is Untrue by Daniel Nayeri (Rationale Below)

Everything Sad is Untrue by Daniel Nayeri

Use: Whole Class Read (Alternate)



Summary: Daniel Nayeri's Everything Sad Is Untrue: (A True story) is a "memoir" told through a

captivating mix of fiction and nonfiction. It won the 2021 Michael J. Ptintz Award for young adult

literature. Fleeing religious persecution, Young Khosrou Nayeri's very privileged life in Iran comes to a

terrifying end as he, his mother, and his sister flee the country  one step ahead of the secret police.

Finally settling with his family in Edmond, Oklahoma, Khosrou changes his name to Daniel and struggles

to find acceptance from classmates who see him only as a poor refugee who often smells of pickles and

garlic. But that perception slowly changes as he becomes a seventh grade Scheherazade, sharing with

them tales of Persian kings, khans, and princesses and true (mostly) stories of his life in Iran and in a

refugee camp in Italy. Episodes of violence sometimes appear in Daniel's stories and some may be

disturbing to readers. There's a very graphic and bloody description of a bull being slaughtered and a

scene where a woman is beaten by her husband as her children watch. * Common Sense Media

Review Notes:

●Unique and creative literary nonfiction approach

●Rich vocabulary and style choices

●Refugee story of strength, resilience, courage, and the power of starting over

●Includes diverse cultural perspectives

●Represents the immigrant experience

The Kite Runner By Khaled Hosseini
Use: Whole Class Read

Summary: The Kite Runner by Khaled Hosseini tells the story of Amir, who grows up in Afghanistan

during the 1970s and '80s, and eventually moves to the San Francisco Bay Area. Cultural prejudice and

the political power shifts as the Russians invade and the Taliban later take over strongly affect Amir's

relationships. The novel includes graphic descriptions of extreme cruelty and violence, including

homosexual rape, murder, beatings, and a suicide attempt. Alcohol and drugs are used in appropriate

ways, though the righteousness of drinking's part of religious discussions about Islam. This beautiful,

moving novel deals with complex adult issues about religion, prejudice, forgiveness,and the nature of

"goodness." Teens will learn about Afghanistan from the 1970s through 2001, including divisions

between religious and political groups, and life in Kabul before and during the Taliban's rule. They'll also

pick up some Farsi words and understand more about the experience of Afghani immigrants to the

United States. The Kite Runner also presents geographical information about Afghanistan, Pakistan, and

the San Francisco Bay Area. The Kite Runner points to the destructiveness of shame, and shows the good

that results from forgiveness. * Common Sense Media

Review Notes:

●Complex text that supports thoughtful and critical classroom discussions

●Cross curricular connection to world history and geography

●Text contextualizes the plight of Afghanistan and the Taliban regime

●Includes powerful themes of family, belonging, growing up, identity, guilt, and redemption

●Offers students diverse cultural and historical perspectives

●Text is useful in preparation for AP Literature exam

Alternate Text: The Life of Pi by Yann Martel (RationaleBelow)



The Life of Pi by Yann Martel
Use: Whole Class Read (Alternate)

Summary: Named for a swimming pool in Paris, the Piscine Molitor, "Pi" Patel begins this extraordinary

tale as a teenager in India, where his father is a zoo keeper. Deciding to immigrate to Canada, his father

sells off most of the zoo animals, electing to bring a few along with the family on their voyage to their

new home. But after only a few days out at sea, their rickety vessel encounters a storm. After crew

members toss Pi overboard into one of the lifeboats, the ship capsizes. Not long after, to his horror, Pi is

joined by Richard Parker, an acquaintance who manages to hoist himself onto the lifeboat from the

roiling sea. You would think anyone in Pi's dire straits would welcome the company, but Richard Parker

happens to be a 450-pound Bengal tiger. It is hard to imagine a fate more desperate than Pi's: "I was

alone and orphaned, in the middle of the Pacific, hanging on to an oar, an adult tiger in front of me,

sharks beneath me, a storm raging about me." In this harrowing yet inspiring tale, Martel demonstrates

skills so well honed that the story appears to tell itself without drawing attention to the writing. This

second novel by the Spanish-born, award-winning author of Self, who now lives in Canada, is highly

recommended for all fiction as well as animal and adventure collections. * Library Journal

Review Notes:

●A challenging text useful in preparation for AP Literature exam

●Allegorical text supports students in critical analysis

●Includes themes of survival, bravery, religion, belief, faith, and values

●Includes diverse cultural and global perspectives

Animal Farm By George Orwell
Use: Whole Class Read

Summary: Animal Farm is a biting satire of totalitarianism,written in the wake of World War II and

published amid the rise of Soviet Russia. Although it tells a fairly simple story of barnyard animals trying

to manage themselves after rebelling against their masters, the novel demonstrates how easily good

intentions can be subverted into tyranny. The main message of Animal Farm is pretty bleak, in essence,

"Don't let this happen." Most of the animals mean well and want their farm to succeed, but none are a

match for the treachery of their leaders. Many of the characters in Animal Farm care about their

community, but few are intellectually equipped to see how they are being exploited until it is too late.

For example, Boxer the horse is steadfast in his support of the farm and pushes himself to great acts of

strength for the good of all. But even he is unprepared for his ultimate fate once he is no longer needed.

The violence in the novel is not described in detail, but its emotional implications might be upsetting to

some readers. * Common Sense Media

Review Notes:

●Supports students in discussions regarding totalitarianism, democracy, and social constructions

●References Russian history and culture

●Contextualizes the Russian revolution, Stalin’s reign, and WWII

●Cross-curricular novel parallels World History coursework

●Allegorical text supports students in literary analysis and critical thinking



●Symbolism and characters provide students with an engaging way to connect with events of the past

●Text prepares students for AP Literature exam

Alternate Text: Between Shades of Gray by Reta Sepetys

10th Grade Lit Circle Choices

A Very Large Expanse of Sea by Tahereh Mafi
Use: Lit Circles

Summary: A Very Large Expanse of Sea, by Iranian American author Tahereh Mafi (Whichwood), is a

fiery, relatable, quasi-autobiographical novel of being a post-9/11 Muslim high school sophomore. Main

character Shirin wears a hijab, swears like a sailor, loves breakdancing -- and against all odds,falls in love

with the most popular, good-looking basketball player in her sports-crazy school. His name is Ocean

(hence the title), and he feels the same about her. There's quite a bit about the harmful effects of

prejudice and stereotyping -- and how to overcome your own bias and see things as someone else does,

which forms a positive contrast to the barrage of hateful or clueless behavior from many teens and

adults. There's lots about the experience of growing up as the child of refugee immigrants and the

struggle to be and be seen as yourself without all the baggage others put on you. Frequent strong

language includes "f--k," "s--t," "d--k," "goddamn," "J— C—!" and more. There are numerous make-out

sessions and sexual banter. Shirin and other Muslim kids suffer constant prejudice, bigotry, and threats of

violence. Bullies attack her in freshman year, knock her down, and try to rip the hijab from her head. *

Common Sense Media

Review:

●Historical and contextual connection to 9/11

●High interest, “easy” and relatable read

●Diverse representation of Muslim-American students and students who wear hijab

●Text explores anger, prejudice, and identity

●Interesting and unique narrator

●Supports students in understanding how fear can negatively impact us

●Inspires thoughtful and critical discussions

●Text has a heavy romance theme

●Text includes strong language and teen sexuality

●Text needs parent permission

I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter by Erika Sanchez
Use: Lit Circles

Summary: Erika L. Sanchez's I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter is the story of Julia Reyes, a smart,

brash, and rebellious teen who lives in a gritty Chicago neighborhood with her parents and her

stay-at-home sister, Olga, who never gives her parents any trouble. But after Olga is killed in an accident,

Julia discovers that her sister may not have been as saintly as everyone believed. As Julia tries to

uncovers her sister's secrets, she also discovers the secrets that have made her parents so fearful of Julia



building a different life for herself. There's profanity (including "f--k," and "s--t"), and a girl has sex, but

it's not described in explicit detail. Violence includes a gun battle between drug dealers in Mexico and

the slaughter of a pig described in some detail and mention that a woman was raped. People die in the

desert while illegally crossing the U.S.-Mexico border, a teen is beaten for being gay, and a character

attempts suicide. I AmNot Your Perfect Mexican Daughter is a 2017 National Book Award nominee. *

Common Sense Media

Review Notes:

●Encourages students to critically think through complex topics presented in the text

●Represents diverse cultural perspectives

●Relatable and engaging text

●Realistic portrayals of mental health issues and grief

●Encourages student discussion about important issues

●Text includes strong language and teen sexuality

●Text needs parent permission

The 57 Bus by Dashka Slater
Use: Lit Circles

Summary: The 57 Bus: A True Story of Two Teenagers and the Crime That Changed Their Lives is a

compelling, sometimes emotional nonfiction story of a 2013 assault in Oakland, California, when an

African American public school teen boy named Richard set fire to a sleeping, gender-nonconforming

white private school teen named Sasha on that bus. The book includes an intense, scary scene in which

Richard lights Sasha's skirt and Sasha is rushed to the hospital in an ambulance. The story follows the

subsequent trial and punishment, and there are descriptions of Richard's past, including family and

friends who were murdered. Much of the violence is revealed in flashback and not graphically described.

Conversational swearing includes "s--t" and "f--k." The story is thought-provoking and provides great

discussion points about gender, the criminal justice system, and empathy for others. * Common Sense

Media

Review Notes:

●Nonfiction literature; written in a unbiased journalistic style

●Dual storylines expose students to complex storytelling and the importance of examining issues from

more than one perspective

●Includes themes of forgiveness and acceptance

●Represents LGBTQ+ students

●Supports students in considering the dire implications of impulsive decisions

●Includes profanity and an act of violence (pivotal to plot)

The Sun Is also a Star by Nicola Yoon
Use: Lit Circles

Summary: The Sun Is Also a Star by Nicola Yoon (Everything,Everything) won a 2017 Michael J.Printz

Honor and was a 2016 National Book Award finalist for Young People's Literature. The romantic

coming-of-age story follows two high school seniors -- Jamaican American Natasha and Korean American



Daniel -- from the day they meet on a crowded New York City street and shows how they go on to

change each other's lives. There is occasional strong language ("s--t," "f--k," "a--hole") and some

passionate (in one case horizontal) making out. The book contains many educational and historical

lessons about everything from immigration law to time-travel paradoxes to the reasons so many

African-American hair-supply stores are owned by Koreans. The story is also one of the few interracial

young-adult romances to feature two people of color, showing that love can and does bloom across

differences. *Common Sense Media

Review Notes:

●An accessible and relatable book that is enjoyed by many students

●Parallels Romeo and Juliet

●“Love can bloom across differences.” - Supports students in understanding how people from different

cultures can still connect

●Themes include the importance of following one’s dreams, hope, and interconnectedness

●Story is inclusive, delivers diverse perspectives, and engages students

●Presents complex views of various racial and ethnic experiences while also dealing with typical teenage

issues

●Exposes students to immigration experiences

●Text contains profanity and references to teen sexuality

Hearts Unbroken by Cynthia Letitch Smith
Use: Lit Circles

Summary: In a time when #ownvoices stories are rising in popularity among YA readers, this brings an

insightful story to the conversation. Louise is a citizen of the Muscogee (Creek) Nation whose family has

recently moved to Kansas. She starts working on the school newspaper, and her little brother Hughie

gets cast in the school’s production of The Wizard of Oz. But a local group, Parents against Revisionist

Theater (PART), does not agree with the casting of Hughie and two other students of color in the play,

and this leads to some hard experiences and conversations for all involved. While the subject matter of

the story is highly relevant, the writing feels disjointed, with short chapters coming across like vignettes

as opposed to one cohesive story. This happens within the chapters as well, where scenes often shift

abruptly without warning. A romantic subplot accompanies the more politically charged main narrative,

as attraction flares between Louise and her newspaper partner—but culture clashes intrude even here.

Despite its flaws, this is truly a thought-provoking and educational novel. * Booklist

Review Notes:

●Texts represents contemporary Native experiences and people

●Text has ties to Oklahoma and tribal communities in Oklahoma

●Includes themes of standing up for oneself, one’s culture, and one’s belief system

●Offers diverse cultural perspectives

●References to teen sexuality



Dear Martin by Nic Stone
Use: Lit Circles (Student Choice)

Summary: Nic Stone's Dear Martin tells the story of an Ivy League-bound African American student

named Justyce who becomes a victim of racial profiling. He struggles to reconcile the fact that he's a

"good kid" with suddenly being in police handcuffs. In the months that follow, Justyce confronts

injustices and micro-aggressions he experiences at his mostly White prep school and the fallout from his

brief detainment. There's violence, including boys getting into fights with punches thrown and lips

bloodied, police brutality, a teen shot, an officer killed offstage, and racist experiences. There's some

swearing (including "f--k" and "s--t"), teen drinking, and grief. Text includes current events, the Black

Lives Matter movement, underage drinking, and stereotypes. * Common Sense Media

Review Notes:

●Provides representation for BIPOC students

●Provides insight regarding social justice issues

●Exemplifies the importance of education

●Highlights historical references to the work of MLK Jr.

●Shorter text is an accessible choice for reluctant readers

●Inspires important conversations in lit circle setting

●Text Includes strong language

Patron Saints of Nothing By Randy Ribay
Use: Lit Circles

Summary: Seventeen-year-old Jay Reguero searches for the truth about his cousin’s death amid

President Rodrigo Duterte’s war on drugs while on an epic trip back to his native Philippines. Shocked

out of his senioritis slumber when his beloved cousin Jun is killed by the police in the Philippines for

presumably using drugs, Jay makes a radical move to spend his spring break in the Philippines to find out

the whole story. Once pen pals, Jay hasn’t corresponded with Jun in years and is wracked by guilt at

ghosting his cousin. A mixed heritage (his mother is white) Filipino immigrant who grew up in suburban

Michigan, Jay’s connection to current-day Philippines has dulled from assimilation. His internal tensions

around culture, identity, and languages—as “a spoiled American”—are realistic. Told through a mix of

first-person narration, Jun’s letters to Jay, and believable dialogue among a strong, full cast of characters,

the result is a deeply emotional story about family ties, addiction, and the complexity of truth. The

tender relationship between Jay and Jun is especially notable—as is the underlying commentary about

the challenges and nuances between young men and their uncles, fathers, male friends, and male

cousins. Part coming-of-age story and part exposé of Duterte’s problematic policies, this powerful and

courageous story offers readers a refreshingly emotional depiction of a young man of color with an

earnest desire for the truth. * Kirkus Reviews

Review Notes:

●High-interest read

●Supports students in engaging and thoughtful discussions

●Present day text gives students opportunities to make connections with current events



●Depicts poverty and drug use in a realistic way

●Includes diverse global, cultural, and ethnic perspectives

●Mystery genre engages readers

●Important themes regarding finding purpose, connecting with family, and learning about the larger

world.

●Text includes strong language and depictions of drug use

The Astonishing Color of After By X.R. Pan
Use: Lit Circles

Summary: Grief, regret, and loneliness form the backdrop of a family’s life following a suicide, but a path

for healing reveals itself in the form of a magical red bird. Fifteen-year-old Leigh Chen Sanders, daughter

of an Irish-American sinologist father and a Taiwanese pianist mother, is in love with her best friend, Axel

Moreno. The two have much in common: as well as sharing a passion for art, he is half Filipino and half

Puerto Rican and also stands out in their racially homogeneous school. However, a rift has opened

between them since their first kiss coincided with the day Leigh’s mother took her own life. Now left

alone with a distant, judgmental father, Leigh is directed by a red bird she is convinced is her mother to

visit her estranged grandparents in Taiwan. There, she seeks out places that were meaningful to her

mother and uncovers long-hidden family secrets. The Taiwanese setting is enticingly portrayed, and the

magical realism of the bird spirit offers transportive flashback journeys into the family’s history. The

stigma of mental illness and the terrible loneliness of not being accepted form the heart of this

emotionally honest tale, but the device of having Leigh express her feelings in terms of color is

distracting and adds little to the story. An evocative novel that captures the uncertain,unmoored feeling

of existing between worlds—culturally, linguistically, ethnically, romantically, and existentially—it is also

about seeking hope and finding beauty even in one’s darkest hours. * Kirkus Reviews

Review Notes:

●Addresses important themes regarding grief, mental health, not fitting in

●Engaging example of magical realism

●Relatable option for creative, artistic students

●Supports students in literary analysis

●Offers students diverse cultural, global perspectives

The Book Thief By Markus Zusak
Use: Lit Circles

Summary: Zusak has created a work that deserves the attention of sophisticated teen and adult readers.

Death himself narrates the World War II-era story of Liesel Meminger from the time she is taken, at age

nine, to live in Molching, Germany, with a foster family in a working-class neighborhood of tough kids,

acid-tongued mothers, and loving fathers who earn their living by the work of their hands. The child

arrives having just stolen her first book-although she has not yet learned how to read-and her foster

father uses it, The Gravedigger's Handbook, to lull her to sleep when she's roused by regular nightmares

about her younger brother's death. Across the ensuing years of the late 1930s and into the 1940s, Liesel

collects more stolen books as well as a peculiar set of friends: the boy Rudy, the Jewish refugee Max, the

mayor's reclusive wife (who has a whole library from which she allows Liesel to steal), and especially her



foster parents. Zusak not only creates a mesmerizing and original story but also writes with poetic

syntax, causing readers to deliberate over phrases and lines, even as the action impels them forward.

Death is not a sentimental storyteller, but he does attend to an array of satisfying details, giving Liesel's

story all the nuances of chance, folly, and fulfilled expectation that it deserves. An extraordinary

narrative. * School Library Journal

Review Notes:

●Unique use of narration (Death personified)

●Contextualizes the lives of everyday Germans during WWII

●Offers diverse historical and cultural perspectives

●Includes themes regarding identity, conflict, second chances, and redemption

●Appropriately challenging for 8th - 10th grade students

●Supports students in literary analysis


